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15N relaxation studies provide information about protein
backbone dynamics in solution.1 Analysis of15N relaxation data
using the “model-free” formalism,2 to yield generalized order
parametersS2, requires information about the15N chemical shift
anisotropy (CSA).3 The magnitude of the CSA,∆σ, determines
the relative importance of dipolar and CSA contributions to
relaxation, and, in particular, influences the frequency dependence
of T1 andT2 values. A value of-160 ppm was used in the first
15N relaxation study of a protein1a and has subsequently been
widely adopted in other studies. Recently a value of-170 ppm
was determined for ubiquitin from field dependent15N T1 andT2

data, and also from15N dipolar-CSA relaxation interference
measurements.4,5 A decrease of-10 ppm to the15N CSA decreases
the order parameters,S2, obtained from a relaxation analysis at
17.6 T, by about 4% which is greater than typical experimental
uncertainties. The orientation of the principle component of the
15N CSA with respect to the NH bond vector, as defined by the
angleR, has been shown to have a significant influence on the
analysis of 15N relaxation data when anisotropic rotational
diffusion models are used.6a,b Recently,∆σ and R have been
reported for individual residues of ubiquitin from analysis of cross-
and autocorrelated15N relaxation rates, significant variations to
both ∆σ andR were found.6c

Changes to15N chemical shifts occur when a protein is partially
oriented in the magnetic field.7-9 Very small field-dependent15N
chemical shift changes for a protein-DNA complex oriented by
magnetic alignment have been used to estimate values of-168
( 20 ppm for∆σ and 13( 5° for R.8 Larger shift changes are
observed when a protein is dissolved in a dilute liquid crystalline
phase such as bicelles.9 Recently it has been shown that carbonyl
13C chemical shift changes, measured in bicelles, can be used to

evaluate the quality of X-ray and NMR structures.9 In this paper
we use changes to the15N chemical shifts, measured at 17.6 T,
for hen lysozyme resulting from orientation of the protein in
bicelle solutions to determine the magnitude and orientation of
the 15N chemical shift tensor.

15N chemical shift changes and15N-1H residual dipolar
couplings10,11have been measured for three hen lysozyme samples
with distinct phospholipid compositions12-14 (see legend to Figure
1). The magnitude and orientation of the alignment tensor,Aii,
were obtained from a fit of the experimental residual dipolar
couplings to those calculated from the 1.3 Å X-ray structure15 of
hen lysozyme (193L) using published procedures;9,11 the values
are summarized in Table 1. Two sets of calculations were
performed. The first used an order parameter (SNH) of 1 with rNH

) 0.104 nm, the effective NH bond length determined by Ottiger
and Bax,11 the second used the experimentally determined1b values
of Swith rNH ) 0.102 nm. The orientation of the alignment tensors
is nearly identical in the 5 and 7.5% DMPC:DHPC solutions with
the magnitude ofAii increased by 50% in the latter. The addition
of CTAB to the 7.5% bicelle solution leads to a 10° change in
the orientation of the principle component and to a decrease in
the rhombic component of the alignment tensor.
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Figure 1. Experimental and calculated orientation-dependent15N chemi-
cal shift changes for lysozyme are plotted as a function of residue number
for three phospholipid compositions. Experimental shift changes are
indicated by filled circles, calculated shift changes by a solid line. Only
those residues for which shift changes can be measured in all three
samples and for which significant motions on a picosecond time scale
have not been observed1b are included in the analysis (88 residues). The
calculated shifts are based on the alignment tensors calculated withS)
1 andrNH ) 0.104 nm and a fully asymmetric15N tensor.15N chemical
shift changes were measured for three solutions of 0.5 mM lysozyme in
bicelles: (A) 7.5% w/v dimyristoyl-phosphatidlycholine (DMPC) and
dihexanoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DHPC),q ) 2.9, 10 mM phosphate
buffer, pH 6.5, 93/7% H2O/D2O with a small amount of dioxane for1H
chemical shift referencing (7.5% M:H); (B) as in (A) but 5% w/v DMPC:
DHPC (5% M:H); (C) as in (A) but with cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) added, DMPC:DHPC:CTAB) 2.9:1.0:0.1 (7.5% M:H:
C). The sample preparation protocol followed that described by Ottiger
and Bax.13
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Changes in15N chemical shifts due to orientation of the protein
were measured from15N-1H HSQC spectra recorded in the
presence and absence of phospholipid at 34.7°C. To compensate
for the effects of small differences in the samples upon the15N
chemical shifts spectra were also recorded at 21.5°C for both
samples. The orientation-dependent shift changes, for each bicelle
composition, were then calculated from the following relationship:

where the subscripts indicate the sample temperature and the
superscripts indicate a sample with or without phospholipid. A
positive value of∆δ represents a change to lower15N frequency.
The change to the15N chemical shift is determined by the relative
orientation of the principal axes of the traceless chemical shift
tensor and the diagonalized traceless molecular alignment tensor,
determined from the residual dipolar couplings. Two models were
used for the chemical shift tensor. First, the tensor was assumed
to be axially symmetric with the principal component (σ11) located
in the peptide plane inclined at an angleR to the NH bond. In
the second model a fully asymmetric tensor was used withσ11

andσ33 in the peptide plane. Global values for∆σ andR, for the
two models, and the chemical shift asymmetry parameterη, for
the fully asymmetric model, were obtained from a fit of
experimental and calculated shift changes. The results are
summarized in Table 2, and the experimental and calculated shift
changes are compared in Figure 1. The agreement between the
experimental and calculated shift changes is excellent, even
assuming uniform values for the CSA. The use of a fully
asymmetric chemical shift tensor gives a statistically significant
improvement in theø2 value compared to the axially symmetric
tensor as assessed by theF-test (p-value) 2.8× 10-10 ).16 These
calculations have been repeated for 31 other lysozyme X-ray
structures. The 10 structures which giveQ values below 0.22,
for the fully asymmetric model, give∆σ, R, and η values of
-173.6( 2.1 ppm, 18.2( 0.8° and 0.16( 0.01, respectively,
when the alignment tensors are calculated withS )1 andrNH )
0.104 nm, and values of-171.5 ( 2.2 ppm, 18.3( 0.8° and

0.16 ( 0.01, respectively, when the alignment tensors are
calculated with experimentalSvalues andrNH ) 0.102 nm. Thus,
the values ofR and η are independent of the NH bond length
andSvalues used. The value of∆σ shows some dependence on
these parameters. The rigid molecule value of-173.6 ppm
probably represents a lower limit for∆σ since it is calculated
using an effective NH bond length of 0.104 nm which assumes
a value ofS ) 1 for the N-Ca bond;11 a lower value forSN-Ca

will increase the value obtained for∆σ.
Solid-state NMR studies of15N shift tensors have usually

constrained both theσ11 andσ33 components to the peptide plane
on the basis of the planar symmetry of the peptide bond.17 We
have explored a third model which employs a fully asymmetric
15N tensor with only theσ11 component constrained to the peptide
plane. This model gives a statistically significant improvement
to the fit compared to the model with bothσ11 andσ33 located in
the peptide plane (p-value) 1.8× 10-4). Theσ33 component is
rotated out of the peptide plane on average by only 4.5( 0.6° in
the 10 X-ray structures analyzed; this is somewhat smaller than
that found with solid-state NMR.18 In this model∆σ changes by
less than 0.1 ppm, and the asymmetry parameter increases by
0.01. The rigid molecule value for∆σ obtained here is close to
the value of-170 ppm determined by Bax and co-workers.4,5

These values are somewhat lower than values reported from solid-
state NMR. The decreased value for the15N CSA has been
justified4,5,19by noting that the influence of rapid internal motions
on the powder pattern width had typically been neglected and
that these motions would reduce this width. A value forR of 28
( 8° has been estimated previously from15N T1/T2 ratios.6a The
value ofR reported in this study is close to the lower end of this
range.

The analysis described here has assumed a uniform value for
∆σ andR. In a protein with a variety of backbone conformations
and hydrogen bond strengths some variation in∆σ and R is
possible; residue specific CSA values have been reported for
ubiquitin.6c In principle, the methods used here can be used to
define CSA values for individual residues. This could be achieved
by significantly decreasing the experimental error in the shift
measurements, possibly by using perdeuterated protein, and by
measuring shifts for a variety of oriented samples with a bigger
range of alignment tensor orientations14,20 than found here.
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Table 1. Alignment Tensors for Hen Lysozyme

bicelle
compositiona Axx/10-4 b Ayy/10-4 Azz/10-4 φ θ ψ Qc R2 d

7.5% M:H (1)e 5.7 17.3 -23.0 155 126 93 0.191 0.964
(2) 5.8 17.5 -23.3 155 126 92 0.190 0.964

5% M:H (1) 3.9 10.8 -14.6 155 127 91 0.179 0.968
(2) 3.9 10.9 -14.8 155 127 90 0.178 0.968

7.5% M:H:C (1) 4.8 7.2 -12.1 157 137 53 0.182 0.967
(2) 4.8 7.3 -12.2 157 137 54 0.182 0.966

a Details of the bicelle solutions are given in Figure 1.b The principle
components (Axx, Ayy, andAzz) and orientation (Euler anglesφ, θ, and
ψ) of the molecular alignment tensor in the X-ray structure were fitted
to minimize theø2 between experimental and calculated residual dipolar
couplings.c Q is the quality factor8 that describes the agreement between
calculated and observed residual dipolar couplings.d R2 is the square
of the sample correlation coefficient.e Calculations (1) and (2) used
rNH ) 0.104 nm and 0.102 nm, respectively.

Table 2. Orientation and Magnitude of the15N Chemical Shift
Tensor

axially
symmetric tensora

fully
asymmetric tensorb

modelc ∆σ R Q R2 ∆σ η R Q R2

(1) -174.2 18.4 0.223 0.951-174.4 0.144 18.6 0.207 0.958
(2) -172.1 18.5 0.223 0.951-172.4 0.145 18.7 0.206 0.958

a For the axially symmetric model∆σ (∆σ ) σ| - σ⊥, σ| ) σ11, σ⊥
) (σ22 + σ33)/2) and R are fitted to minimizeø2. b For the fully
asymmetric model∆σ (σ11 - (σ22 + σ33)/2), η ((σ22 - σ33)/σ11), andR
are fitted assuming the isotropic shift ((σ11 + σ22 + σ33)/3) is zero.
c Fits were carried out using the two sets of alignment tensors (1) and
(2) described in Table 1.

∆δ ) (δ21.5C
bic - δ34.7C

bic) - (δ21.5C
iso - d34.7C

iso) (1)
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